
Mary Wong, is a self-described kindness crusader
who works with organisations, executives, and
managers to create supportive and productive
teams through powerful leadership conversations.

With formal qualifications in coaching, counselling,
leadership and business, Mary draws upon her
personal journey to becoming an
excellent communicator when serving her clients.
 
She asserts that conversations underpin all
successful relationships and can create enduring
transformational impact.

An International speaker and multiple Amazon #1
best-selling author, Mary has been the recipient of
several awards, including international awards for
fiction, nonfiction, and poetry writing, and two
Stevie International Women in Business Awards. 

When she’s not coaching, speaking, or writing,
Mary enjoys gardening and the organic creative
process of doodling. She lives in Brisbane,
Australia with her three main men – husband,
David and sons, Daniel, and Michael.
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STEPPING UP TO LEAVE A LEGACY

POWERFUL CONVERSATIONS FOR HIGH-
PERFORMING  WORKPLACES

An anecdotal and educational account of one
man's incredible journey to leave a legacy of
change in one of the poorest places on Earth.
The presentation proves how great things can start
with a single connection and a simple conversation
can be an opportunity to create a lasting impact.

An eye-opening Corporate Presentation that clearly
demonstrates how connection and the ability to
communicate well are keys to successfully achieving
your targets in innovative product creation and
sales.
Discover how conversations make yours a
benchmark business in your industry.

An inspiring account of moving beyond the
constraints of society, family and self to speak out
and make a contribution, 
The presentation uplifts those who fear speaking
out, supports those in startup, and inspires all
present to consider how they can change the world
using the power of words.
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